


Abstract

This issue brief attempts to study the emergence of hydrogen, and the prospect of green hydrogen as the
future fuel particularly for transport.It examines the history of mobility using hydrogen and highlights the
drivers that have emerged in recent times to make it an option for consideration, particularly green
hydrogen. Shipping, aviation and long distance trucking seem to be contenders for first adoption of
hydrogen.

The brief points to drivers in recent times for raising interest in green hydrogen including climate concerns
and geopolitical concerns. It points to the current trends on the policy landscape in India around green
hydrogen, and highlights the markets that have put forth a policy ecosystem for the hydrogen market
through strategy and implementation for ensuring its realisation. Based on this examination, the paper
indicates some concerns that need more attention to push for a green hydrogen ecosystem in India.

A Long History of Hydrogen Use

Hydrogen’s potential for mobility has been explored for over a century. The first references to using hydrogen
directly in the internal combustion engine appeared in 1918, when the first patent was filed to utilise it in
internal combustion engines. One name to mention here is Rudolf Erren who took particular interest, patenting
the Erren engine that injected hydrogen to improve combustion efficiency after presenting it at a conference in
1930, including for road transport and powering of rockets (Hoffman, 2012). 

Around 1930, fuel cells also started receiving attention. Fuel cells can be traced back to 1839, when it was first
invented by William Grove. Electrolysis to generate electricity began to spark interest in the nineteen thirties.
Francis Thomas Bacon developed a fuel cell that used nickel gauze electrodes in 1939. Bacon had been working
with the British Royal Navy to develop a fuel cell that could power submarines. Despite their costs, fuel cells
attracted sufficient interest for the purpose of powering spacecrafts as well (Ortiz-Rivera, Reyes-Hernandez, &
Febo, 2007). Interestingly, a fuel cell tractor was also developed in 1959 on an experimental basis, powered by
1,008 fuel cells (Ortiz-Rivera, Reyes-Hernandez, & Febo, 2007).

Hydrogen had a major role in the initial days of aviation, with dirigibles or airships gaining popularity. The first
successful airship was constructed by Henri Giffard of France in 1852. With continued advancements in
technology, they were even deployed in the First World War for air-bombing. Dirigibles became a rather
mainstream mode of travel across the Atlantic Ocean between Europe and the USA. Thanks to hydrogen as the
lifting gas, the airship envelope could generate a lift equal to the weight of the displaced air, enabling the
airship to float in the heavier air. Following the 1937 Hindenburg disaster, the airships’ float material was
replaced with helium. Eventually though, airships were displaced by conventional ICE based aeroplanes.
Airships however have survived for advertising blimps and promotional activities.
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Attention on Hydrogen Diminished for a While

Despite the several initiatives and interest, the uptake of hydrogen has been historically low. Some reasons
seem to have persisted over the decades. For instance, a note by the European Parliament Research Service
noted how the concept of hydrogen-powered fuel-cell cars already attracted much attention following the first
oil shock in the 1970s. As the note states (Currer, 2019):

“At that time, the objective was to find a cheaper alternative to oil, and one idea was to use cheap and abundant
nuclear energy to produce all the hydrogen we need for our mobility. However, oil prices soon started to stabilise or
to fall, and the promise of cheap and abundant electricity from nuclear power plants never became reality.
Producing hydrogen with electricity generated by coal or gas-fired power plants is also too expensive, and does not
help the climate. In consequence, the idea was relegated to the back burner for many decades”

This criticism is not entirely unfounded. Energy intensity of the hydrogen production processes is a challenge,
especially compared against battery electric vehicles on the energy input-output paradigm. For instance, it is a
fact that for every kW of electricity supply, you get 800W for a Battery powered Electric Vehicle, but only 380W
for a Fuel Cell Vehicle (Morris, 2020).  

Then there has been the cost of the technology itself. A 2004 study by the Office of Scientific and Technical
Information (OSTI) of the USA’s Department of Energy had raised concerns on the question of production cost
for hydrogen, especially on using electrolysis run on power generated from renewable sources. At that time, it
was believed that significant technological breakthroughs in power generation and alternative hydrogen
production techniques like electrolysis would be needed to make these technologies competitive (Department
of Energy, 2004). OSTI believed that steam reformation processes utilising natural gas would remain the
preferred choice, discounting other feedstocks like biomass and wind and solar power. However, cut to 2022,
and we hear much of the same discussions about energy and technology costs.

Other issues have also been identified (Rosen & Koohi-Fayegh, 2016) that though solvable, raise questions
equally on cost effectiveness, especially from a supply chain perspective:

● Hydrogen storages have energy storage densities that are less than those for gasoline storages on both
mass and volume bases. This is especially an issue in automotive applications of hydrogen as a fuel.

● Hydrogen can leak from containment vessels due to its low density and small molecular size. Leakage if
unnoticed can have ramifications, and so necessitates appropriate detection mechanisms.

● Hydrogen can cause some materials problems. In the presence of hydrogen, some alloys tend to
become embrittled. This makes it particularly challenging for transport and storage of hydrogen. The
materials less reactive are expensive, and raise overall costs.

Similarly, from an automotive perspective, the overarching technical challenge is the ability to store the
necessary amount of hydrogen required for a conventional driving range (greater than 300 miles), within the
constraints of weight, volume, durability, efficiency, and total cost. 

A few methods have come forward in recent times that try to solve this challenge (Energy Transitions
Commission, 2021):
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● Use of pipelines – this becomes economical once transportation volumes are above 10 tonnes per day.
Options range from new pipelines to retrofitting existing natural gas pipelines at a cost equal to 45-60
per cent  of new pipeline construction.

● Shipping of ammonia: Ships carrying ammonia are likely to be more economic for intercontinental
distances. Shipping hydrogen as ammonia for end use as ammonia is seen to be economical at shorter
distances, as it avoids high-cost reconversion to hydrogen at destination.

● Trucking liquid hydrogen gas: Liquid hydrogen trucks are likely to be cost-effective for smaller volumes
over longer distances (hundreds of kilometres), but with costs rising in line with greater distance
travelled. This needs to be somehow minimised.

Other ideas like using methanol and ammonia for storage and transport of hydrogen have also been in much
discussion as there is greater knowledge and ease about these materials. More recent innovation
breakthroughs like using water to produce hydrogen at room temperature may also change the paradigm
about transporting hydrogen (Amberchan et al, 2022); however, those remain experimental for now.

The issue most discussed however is the Hindenburg Syndrome (Rosen & Koohi-Fayegh, 2016). The
Hindenburg airship disaster of 1937 became a symbol of the concern people possess about the volatile nature of
hydrogen. As the New York Times noted in 2013 (Wallis, 2013), the memories of the Hindenburg accident have
persisted. Scholars have also reported an overarching perception of hydrogen as dangerous, flammable, and
explosive and also difficult as a result to store, in many cases to a greater extent than natural gas (Scott &
Powells, 2020).

Renewed Interest – Driven by Various Factors

There has been a significant revival in interest in hydrogen for powering transport in recent years. A series of
factors are behind this revival, ranging from urgency of action to meet net zero goals to fall in the cost of
technologies that were previously expensive. 

The ambition to achieve net zero emission targets, highlighted by several nations, has significant implications
for all of those nations. A key part of pursuing the ambition will translate into deep cuts in emissions from the
energy and transport sector in the shortest span of time. Here, hydrogen is seen as one option across a variety
of sectors ranging from long haul transport to house heating (Rensenn, 2020).

Transport is seen as an essential part of the discussion. It has the highest reliance on fossil fuels of any sector,
accounting for 37% of CO2 emissions from end-use sectors (IEA, 2022). It is argued that on rail and road,
stronger policies are needed to accelerate the deployment of zero-emissions vehicles. Some sub-sectors like
shipping, long haul road transport and non-electrified railways are particularly being seen as potential users
(Rensenn, 2020).

Pressure on the transport sector to adopt alternatives is driven by more than just carbon emissions. For
instance, many of India’s large cities promote the use of compressed natural gas (CNG) for motor vehicles
because of relative benefit of reduction in air pollution, cheaper cost due to a differentiated taxation structure,
and greater efficiency than oil on a calorific-value basis (Kelly & Zhou, 2022). In light of these considerations, the
transport sector’s decarbonization has to be synchronised with India’s ambitious climate, air pollution, and
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energy security goals (Kelly & Zhou, 2022). This necessitates the search for alternatives, and makes hydrogen
seem a natural, carbon free choice. As a result, many countries are actively creating policy ecosystems to
support the same (Raj, Lakhina, & Stranger, 2022)(see Annexure 1).

India announced a National Hydrogen Mission in August 2021, followed by a Green Hydrogen Policy that aims
to develop India as a global hub for manufacturing of hydrogen and fuel cells technology across the value chain.
One of the focus areas is the transport space, where trucks, shipping and aviation have been identified as
particular beneficiaries (Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, 2022).

Another factor emerging of late is the global geo-strategic angle around hydrogen. Hydrogen is being seen to
have the potential to influence the geography of energy trade, further regionalising energy relations. Countries
with an abundance of low-cost renewable power could become producers of green hydrogen, with
commensurate geo-economic and geopolitical consequences. (IRENA, 2022). An example of this can be seen in
the QUAD grouping’s focus on making India a green hydrogen production hub to develop a clean energy
market that is outside the influence of China, which already controls a sizeable share of the solar and electric
vehicle (EV) manufacturing and supply chains (Kala, 2022). Green hydrogen in fact is being seen by countries
like Germany as a way to reduce their dependence on Russian gas given the European geopolitical dynamics
(Schmidt, 2022).

Methods of Production and Nomenclature of Hydrogen

Hydrogen can be produced primarily from a variety of methods, ranging from the conventional steam
reformation method (cracking natural gas to generate hydrogen) to using microbial electrolysis cells (Patonia &
Poudineh, 2022). Steam reformation and electrolysis are presently the leading methods for mass-production of
hydrogen. Usually the nomenclature around hydrogen is indicative of the method of production and the
feedstock source. The nomenclature is also a limited indicator of the production method’s GHG emission
generation capability (Table 1). While various technologies are proposed to counter this challenge, they bring in
significant cost implications. For instance, an IEEFA analysis had estimated that blue hydrogen production is an
energy intensive project, and adding still experimental carbon capture and storage (CCS) as a mitigation
strategy makes it even more expensive (IEEFA, 2022).

Table 1: Nomenclature of Hydrogen (IEEFA, 2022), (Merchant, 2021)

Nomenclature Source
Material

Method of Production Issues With Process

Green
Hydrogen

Water Electrolysis powered by
renewable energy

Significant amount of power needed
Significant amount of freshwater needed

Pink/Purple
Hydrogen

Water Electrolysis powered by
nuclear energy

Nuclear waste issues
Significant amount of freshwater needed 

Yellow
Hydrogen

Water Electrolysis using solar
energy

Grid power’s associated emissions 
Significant amount of freshwater needed
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Blue Hydrogen Natural gas Steam methane
reformation, includes
Carbon Capture and
Storage (CCS) to mitigate
CO2 emissions

High CCS cost makes process expensive

Grey Hydrogen Natural Gas Steam methane
reformation

GHG emissions from process

Black/Brown
Hydrogen

Coal/lignite Coal gasification GHG emissions from process

Turquoise
Hydrogen

Natural Gas Pyrolysis Still in experimental stages

Natural gas being a fossil fuel has led to a focus shifting towards electrolysis based hydrogen production. Here,
the most commercial methods – alkaline and proton exchange membrane (PEM) – are in a competition to gain
ground, driven by two factors:

1. Sharp reduction in electrolyser costs – Since 2010, the cost of electrolysis-produced hydrogen has
fallen by 60%, from between USD $10-$15/kg of hydrogen to as low as USD $4-$6/kg today (Ballard,
2022). The fall in prices of electrolysers is a major driver. While many of the electrolysis technology
options today are expensive, their cost may come down since there is potential to reduce cost down
further (Patonia & Poudineh, 2022). 

2. Power sources used for generation – a dramatic reduction in the cost of electricity is seen as the first
key prerequisite to make green hydrogen competitive (Patonia & Poudineh, 2022). Use of renewable
energies is an attractive proposition, and it is argued that excess renewable based electricity production
otherwise wasted due to intermittency can be harnessed (Ballard and Deloitte China, 2022).

While electrolysis is seen as an attractive option, the amount of freshwater needed is significant (Beswick,
Oliveira, & Yan, 2021) - the water requirement for green hydrogen is stoichiometrically 9 litres of water for every
1 kg of hydrogen produced. Taking account of the power generation as well, we see that the water footprint of
hydrogen production could be much higher (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 – Water Consumption for Producing 1kg Hydrogen – Electrolysis versus Steam Methane Reformation
(World Resources Institute, 2022)

Some have argued that the overall lifecycle water demand would be much lower compared to other sectors like
agriculture. Adoption of renewable energy for production and desalination can further cut down freshwater use
without significant jump in energy requirements (Beswick, Oliveira, & Yan, 2021). However, it is certain that
alternative feedstocks have to be identified to ensure that the green hydrogen economy gathers steam. It must
be pointed out that till September 2021, planned projects for hydrogen production across the world were
overwhelmingly in areas where water is in short supply (Rystad Energy, 2021) (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Green Hydrogen projects are located in areas with some degree of extant water stress (Rystad Energy,
2021)

These concerns also hold for India. Locations with rich renewable energy resources need not be water surplus.
Two plants for producing hydrogen – one in Guna, Madhya Pradesh, and one in Leh, Ladakh – stand testament
to the fact (Jayakumar, 2022). Careful site selection therefore has to be undertaken at the project planning
stage.

Applicability for Transport – Options Available Today

Europe is witnessing a push from heavy industry to get green hydrogen into road transport to bear some of the
early costs, which has received criticism (Rensenn, 2020). It would perhaps make more sense to grow demand in
sectors such as heavy industry where there is no decarbonization alternative because hydrogen will remain a
somewhat scarce resource (Rensenn, 2020). It has been argued that heavy industry stands to benefit from the
hydrogen push as it needs the high temperatures that hydrogen can deliver better than electricity. But cars,
heating, electricity and storage all have cheaper green alternatives meaning that hydrogen will only be a
distraction (Baxter, et al., 2020).

Today, technology options for hydrogen powered transport across different categories are available, and more
are nearing commercialization. These options rest on two pillars: hydrogen fuel cell (HFC) and hydrogen-fueled
internal combustion engine (H2ICE) (Hosseini & Butler, 2020). Each of them offers unique advantages. HFC
vehicles offer high efficiency, the lack of harmful emissions, quiet operations and modularity. H2ICE vehicles are
seen as a transition choice, as it offers “flex-fuel” options, lower requirements for hydrogen compared to HFCs,
and no dependency on rare materials (Hosseini & Butler, 2020). 

Despite the options, the growth of hydrogen-based transport has been underwhelming across the world. More
than 20 million battery electric vehicles ply on the roads globally today, with over 6.5 million being sold in 2021
(Parkinson, 2022). In contrast, fuel cell electric vehicles have clocked a rather modest 38,000 units, with 3,500
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being sold in the third quarter of 2021 (Parkinson, 2022). There is also a skew in this number, as more than half
of the sales have taken place in South Korea.

It has been argued that by 2025, hydrogen could become competitive in transportation, particularly for large
vehicles and those with long ranges - trains, trucks, coaches, taxi fleets and forklifts (The Hydrogen Council,
2020). Steep drops in Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) due to supply chain scale up, industrialization of
manufacturing of essentials, and scale up and utilisation of hydrogen refuelling stations, are quoted as the
reasons enabling that trend. It is argued that heavy duty trucking would see a higher uptake of FCEV trucks,
mainly due to hydrogen’s higher energy density and shorter refuelling times (Mission Possible Partnership,
2022). There are estimates that by 2037, up to 50% of long-haul truck sales will be FCEV trucks, while BEV trucks
will likely be adopted for predictable routes that have on-the-go charging (Mission Possible Partnership, 2022).
However, the rapid pace of technical and economic developments around battery and fast-chargers threaten to
render FCEV vehicles superfluous in road transport (Plötz, 2022). The current challenge for battery-electric
vehicles is long-haul logistic operation, i.e., an average of 100,000 km per year, and transport of very heavy
goods, where hydrogen is seen as an option. However, by the time fuel cell-based trucks commercialise,
second-generation battery-electric vehicles will be mainstream, weakening the case for entry level fuel cell
trucks. Further, FCEV can offer a cost-effective alternative to a BEV system for heavier duty applications only
when renewable hydrogen deployment reaches a 10-fold scale-up (Bristowe & Smallbone, 2021), difficult to
achieve. For now though, there is no clear winner between BEV and FCEV trucks.

Shipping is one major transport sector that can consider hydrogen seriously. It essentially runs on fuels having
high energy density (Jacoby, 2022), and the industry accounts for nearly 2-3% of the global GHG emissions (IEA,
2021) (Jacoby, 2022). There is pressure to cut emissions by at least 40% by 2030 relative to 2008 levels following
international agreements reached in 2018 by International Maritime Organization (IMO) member states
(Jacoby, 2022). The pressure of transitioning arising from net zero emissions will lead to significant pressure on
the shipping industry to move fast on sustainable fuels. It is believed that in such a scenario hydrogen-based
fuels are most likely to deliver during this phase. This is expected to happen on the back of growing demand for
hydrogen and hydrogen-derived fuels, which will help to push for increased production of green hydrogen, in
turn lowering the end use fuel cost. (UMAS and Getting to Zero Coalition, 2021).

Easy retrofitting for fuel cells, long storage time potential make hydrogen an option. However, lower fuel
energy density necessitates bigger storage units in ships, and is contingent on the maturity of hydrogen
bunkering (Taylor, Bonello, Baresic, & Smith, 2022). Despite the limitations, hydrogen is seen as the most
promising clean fuel option for the global shipping industry (Reinsch, 2021). One method to circumvent this
challenge under consideration is the use of ammonia as a fuel unto itself or as a hydrogen carrier. The
technology to use ammonia directly in fact is expected to mature as early as 2023 (UMAS and Getting to Zero
Coalition, 2021). However, hydrogen is definitely on the table as an option.

Aviation is another area where the case for hydrogen is relatively substantial, given it offers high energy
density, inexhaustibility, cleanliness, convenience and independence from foreign control on issues like fuel
imports (IATA, 2022). Electrical fuel cells could be suitable for short-range aircraft, while hydrogen combustion
could be suitable for long-range and higher payloads (IATA, 2022) and ground-level service vehicles. Compared
to fossil-fuel powered aircraft, liquid hydrogen powered aircraft will be heavier, have higher energy requirement
per revenue-passenger-kilometre, and shorter range than fossil-fuel aircraft (Mukhopadhyaya & Rutherford,
2022). It is estimated that liquid hydrogen powered aircrafts could service one-third of all passenger aviation
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traffic (Mukhopadhyaya & Rutherford, 2022). If deployed to their maximum potential, these aircraft could cap
aviation emissions at 2035 levels (Mukhopadhyaya & Rutherford, 2022). 

The Indian Hydrogen Market – Some Hits and Misses

There have been efforts in India to push to adopt hydrogen in recent times. The policy ecosystem’s creation
around the green hydrogen space has been ongoing for some time now (see Figure 3). This has served as a
nudge to the private sector, especially in the wake of the Panchamrut announcement around the net zero
ambition by 2070 stated in 2021. There is also the push at the QUAD level to make India a green hydrogen hub. 

Figure 3: Policy Ecosystem Supporting Green Hydrogen in India (Source: Government of India)

The most comprehensive effort on the push for Hydrogen so far has been the National Hydrogen Energy
Mission. The Mission aims to lay down the vision, intent and direction for harnessing hydrogen energy in India
(Green Hydrogen Method for Steel Production, 2022). Seeking to ensure scale level feasibility of a hydrogen
ecosystem in India, the Mission aims to work towards making India a global hub for manufacturing of hydrogen
and fuel cells technology across the value chain.

 However, it must be pointed out that there is still no single nodal agency or authority that is coordinating the
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disparate efforts. With more ministerial interests soon to enter the space e.g. Ministry of Steel, it is essential to
prevent the problem of under-utilisation of resources like electrolysers, storage units etc. and its mismatch with
consumption. This agency should ideally be empowered to direct the various ministries to act in a planned and
phased manner.

The Mission has laid out a target of 5 million tonnes of green hydrogen by 2030 and the related development of
renewable energy capacity. This is close to India’s current hydrogen production capacity - in 2020, India’s
hydrogen demand stood at 6 million tonnes (MT) per year. This demand is expected to increase five fold to 28
MT by 2050, with 80% of the demand being green in nature. However, when compared to the National
Hydrogen Energy Mission’s ambition of making India a hydrogen hub, this is a very small target. There is a need
to re-evaluate the target therefore to synchronise it with the stated ambition.

Presently, the economics of producing hydrogen stands on the unfavourable side. The cost of hydrogen from
electrolysis today is between $4.1 - $7/kg, depending on various technology choices and the associated soft
costs. To meet the power requirement of 5MT production, 115 GW of round-the-clock renewable power
generation capacity solely dedicated to this activity would be needed. This is comparable to the present
installed capacity of over 114 GW. Clearly, renewable energy capacity addition targets will have to account for
this requirement. Also, the inability to manufacture electrolysers to match prospective demands right now
remains questionable. There is a serious need to develop capacity for producing these electrolysers if the
targets set for green hydrogen production have to be achieved.

Heavy duty trucking is seen as one of the long-term drivers for demand, with NITI Aayog and RMI estimating
that BEVs and FCEVs will be at cost parity with diesel trucks by 2027 and 2031 respectively. However, based on
the experience so far around hydrogen pilots, this remains doubtful. It may be pointed out that a pilot to
demonstrate hydrogen run buses has been stalled for more than a year, since the bus manufacturer could not
ensure the availability of relevant buses (Singh & Kala, 2022). It must be reiterated that the rapid evolution of
new generation BEV trucks is on the same horizon as the emergence of hydrogen powered trucks. The
competitiveness on offer by BEV trucks could render the use of FCEV trucks meaningless. Also, in India,
hydrogen powered road transport vehicles do not get any financial incentive on the lines of those available for
electric vehicles under the FAME scheme.
 
NITI Aayog has come forth recently with a roadmap for the adoption of hydrogen across the economy.
However, the focus on the transport sector is a mixed bag of sorts. The report talks about the adoption of
hydrogen for trucks. However, the role of hydrogen in shipping and aviation has not been discussed. This is a
little surprising, given these sectors probably may have the best business case despite the potential
shortcomings. 
 
One of the biggest challenges to the green hydrogen ecosystem – water consumption – is yet to receive
adequate attention in India. On the spot renewable energy consumption for production of hydrogen is in theory
an ideal . However, it must be pointed out that 54% of India faces a high to extremely high degree of water
stress (Tien, Maddocks, Carson, & Loizeaux, 2015). Even if the current hydrogen production of 6MT were to turn
entirely green, there would be a need for 132 -192 Million tonnes or 134 - 195 million cu.m. of water, more than
10% of Delhi’s annual water demand (Aijaz, 2020). Given how only 20% of 4,000 billion cubic metre (BCM)
precipitation gets utilised in India, and 90% of all water used at (720 BCM) gets dedicated to agriculture
(Dhawan, 2017), it is clear that water demand for hydrogen will put stress on drinking water demands, unless
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tackled adequately. 
 
This further gets compounded by the fact that water stress is high in places that have some of the highest
renewable energy generation potential, be it wind or solar (see Annexure 2). Desalination is often quoted as an
alternative, but as pointed earlier, the cost of desalination would also increase project costs. Hence, it has to be
weighed in carefully for any decision about the choice of source. Water conservation plans have to be cognizant
of this demand, and should be designed to accommodate these requirements. 
 
The potential of hydrogen is significant, and the transformation possible with its adoption is huge. Transport
and several industrial sectors can gain from its adoption. However, some of the more important discussions
around the case for green hydrogen still need to be discussed in greater detail in India. Ranging from efficiency
and power to water and energy consumption, there is a need to deliberate on an appropriate pathway for the
adoption of hydrogen in India
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Annexure 1: Global Status of Hydrogen Projects and Investment (Raj, Lakhina, &
Stranger, 2022)

Country Current
Hydroge

n
Demand

Policy
Target

Demand

Capital
Allocated

(US$)

Focused
Hydrogen

Source

Demand Focus Export/Import
Focus

Industry Transport Others

European
Union

6 GW
capacity
by 2024;
40 GW by
2030; 10
MMTPA
green H2
by 2030

6 GW
capacity by
2024; 40
GW by
2030; 10
MMTPA
green H2
by 2030

609
billion

Low
Carbon -
Blue/Green

1.Chemical
feedstock
2. Refining

1. Medium
and Heavy
Duty
2. Buses
3. Rail

  -

Germany 1.65
MMTPA

2.7-3.3
MMTPA by
2030

15-20
billion

Carbon
free -
Blue/Green

1. Iron and
Steel
2.Chemica
l feedstock
3. Refining

1. Medium
and Heavy
Duty
2. Buses
3. Rail

 Import

France 0.9
MMTPA

6.5 GW via
electrolysis
by 2030

>7 billion Low
Carbon -
Blue

1. Iron and
Steel
2.Chemica
l feedstock
3. Refining
4. Others

1. Medium
and Heavy
Duty
2. Buses
3. Rail
4. Aviation

 Export

Netherla
nds 

1.5
MMTPA

Not
available

40-55
million/yr 

Blue/Green 1. Iron and
Steel
2.Chemica
l feedstock
3. Refining
4. Others

1. Passenger
Vehicle
2. Medium
and Heavy
Duty
3. Buses
4. Rail

1.
Heating

EU Export/
Import Hub

Hungary 160 ktpa 36 ktpa
(low
carbon) +
138 ktpa
(grey) by
2030

450
million 

Low
Carbon -
Grey/Blue

1.Chemical
feedstock
2. Refining

1. Medium
and Heavy
Duty
2. Buses

1.
Heating

 -

Portugal ~150 ktpa 2-2.5 GW
via
electrolysis
by 2030
400 ktpa
overall by
2030

No
dedicated
capital 

Green 1. Iron and
Steel
2.Chemica
l feedstock
3. Refining
4. Others

1. Passenger
Vehicle
2. Medium
and Heavy
Duty
3. Buses

1.
Heating

Export
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Spain 0.5
MMTPA

4 GW via
electrolysis
by 2030

No
details 

Green 1.Chemical
feedstock
2. Refining

  Export

United
Kingdom 

0.7
MMTPA

5 GW/a
electrolysis
capacity by
2030

2 billion Blue/Green 1.Chemical
feedstock
2. Iron and
Steel

1. Medium
and Heavy
Duty
2. Buses
3. Rail
4. Aviation
5. Shipping

1.
Heating
2. Power

Export

Norway   23 million Clean 1.Chemical
feedstock

1. Maritime   -

Japan 2 MMTPA 3 MMTPA
by 2030
and 20
MMTPA by
2050 (5-30
by 2050)

935
million
/yr 

Blue  1. Passenger
Vehicle

1.
Heating
2. Power

Import

South
Korea

220 ktpa 3.9 MMTPA
by 2030
and 27
MMTPA by
2050

653
million/yr 

Grey/Blue/
Green

 1. Passenger
Vehicle
2. Medium
and Heavy
Duty
3. Buses

1. Power Import

United
States

10
MMTPA

 > 15
billion

Low
Carbon -
Blue/Green
/Others

1. Refining
2. Others

1. Passenger
Vehicle
2. Medium
and Heavy
Duty
3. Buses
4. Aviation

1.
Heating
2. Power
3. Energy
storage

 -

Canada 3 MMTPA 20 MMTPA 1.2 billion Low
Carbon
Intensity -
Grey/Blue

1. Iron and
Steel
2.Chemica
l feedstock
3. Refining
4. Others

1. Passenger
Vehicle
2. Medium
and Heavy
Duty
3. Buses
4. Rail

1.
Heating

Export

Australia 650 ktpa  278
million
(annual
support)/
yr 

Clean -
Blue/Green
 

1.Chemical
feedstock

1. Medium
and Heavy
Duty
2. Buses

1.
Heating

Export

Chile 58.5 ktpa 5 GW/a
(2025)
25 GW/a
(2030)

50 million Green 1.Chemical
feedstock
2. Refining

1. Medium
and Heavy
Duty
2. Buses

1.
Heating

Export
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China 22
MMTPA

35 MMTPA
(by 2030);
160
MMTPA
(by 2050)

13 million Green
(longterm) 

 1. Passenger
Vehicle
2. Medium
and Heavy
Duty
3. Buses

1. Power  

Russia 2-3.5
MMTPA

7 MMTPA
by 2035
and 33
MMTPA by
2050
(export
only) 

1.2 billion Low
Carbon -
Blue/Nucle
ar

1. Refining 1. Rail  Export
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Annexure 2: Challenges Faced by Green Hydrogen Plants – Existing and Upcoming - in
India

Company Location Status Water Availability
Index (based on
India Water Tool)

Other Challenges

Oil India Limited Jorhat, Assam Commissioned Medium NA

Indian Oil - L&T - ReNew
Power

Mathura, Uttar
Pradesh

Announcement Low Moderate
renewable energy
potential at site

Panipat,
Haryana

Announcement Medium Moderate
renewable energy
potential at site

Reliance Industries Jamnagar,
Gujarat

Announcement Low Dependence on
desalination to
increase costs

Gas Authority of India
Limited (GAIL)

Vijaipur,
Madhya
Pradesh

Under
development

Extremely Low Competing
demands for water
resources
 
Moderate RE
potential

Bharat Petroleum
Corporation Limited

Aurangabad,
Maharashtra

RfP Low Competing
demands for water
resources

Hindustan Petroleum
Corporation Limited

Vizag, Andhra
Pradesh

Announcement Medium None

National Thermal Power
Corporation (NTPC)

Rann of Kutchh,
Gujarat

RfP for
electrolysers

Low to medium Dependence on
desalination to
increase costs
Ecologically
sensitive area

Leh, Ladakh Announcement Low to medium Ecologically
sensitive area

Damodar Valley
Corporation

Not known Announcement NA NA
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National Hydro Power
Corporation

Chamba,
Himachal
Pradesh

Announcement High Terrain issues can
raise project cost

Leh, Ladakh Announcement Low to medium Ecologically
sensitive area

Kargil, Ladakh Announcement Low to medium Ecologically
sensitive area

ONGC Location not
announced

Announcement NA NA

JSW Steel Vijayanagara,
Karnataka

Proposed Low NA

Larsen & Toubro Hazira, Gujarat Announcement Low to medium Dependence on
desalination to
increase costs

Acme Group Bikaner,
Rajasthan

Commissioned Extremely low Ecologically
sensitive area

Karnataka Announcement Low to medium; few
districts have high
availability

Competing
demands for water
resources

Tamil Nadu Announcement Low to medium Competing
demands for water
resources

Watomo Energies Ltd
and Biezel Green Energy

Khandwa,
Madhya
Pradesh

Commissioned Low Competing
demands for water
resources

Mahatma Phule
Renewable Energy and
Infrastructure
Technology Limited

Maharashtra RfP Extremely low to
medium 

Competing
demands for water
resources

Hygenco Ujjain, Madhya
Pradesh

Announcement High NA

Source: News stories
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